[A new electrocardiographic technic: voluntary, sequential ambulatory recording].
Voluntary sequential ambulatory electrocardiographic is a new electrocardiographic diagnostic method. The recorder weighs 300 g and measures 156 X 95,5 X 19 mm. The electrodes, which are an integral part of the device, record the cardiac potentials from the hands and chest wall for a programmed interval of 40 or 20 seconds which can be repeated four or eight times. The recordings are in a solid memory and restituted on an electrocardiograph directly using a cable or by telephonic transmission. The bandpass ranges from 50 Hz to 0.05 Hz (analysis of the ST segment). Our experience after several hundreds of recordings shows: - that the recordings obtained are of good quality and perfectly interpretable (even the ST segment) when the patient cooperates satisfactorily; - that the "diagnostic return" is high because the patient only records when he experiences symptoms (the small size of the recorder enables the patient to wear it continuously for periods of several days); - that the need for the patient to play an active role always requires detailed instructions, a condition which sometimes limits the use of this technique (very old or very young patients). These results indicate that voluntary sequential ambulatory electrocardiography is a very promising technique for diagnosing some paroxysmal symptoms (palpitations, episodes of dizziness, chest pain). It does not supplant continuous electrocardiographic recording (Holter method), a more exacting and costly technique, but could significantly reduce its indications.